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Does your broker keep you informed on recent
cyber attacks and similar news?
As cyber attacks become increasingly more devastating,
businesses need to stay informed if they are to protect
themselves from evolving threats. Our resources will keep you up
to date on news and legislation related to cyber security.

Are you aware of the cyber risks your business
faces on a daily basis?
Every business’s cyber risks are different depending on the type
and complexity of its work. Our resources ensure that you are
doing the due diligence necessary to understand and prepare for
your organization’s unique cyber exposures.

Do your employees have all the training they need?
Using our employee training materials, you can better educate
your employees on cyber safety, keeping IT security in the
forefront of their minds.
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Cyber Tips for Small Businesses

Cyber Tips for Small Businesses

According to a recent internet security threat report, small businesses have
increasingly become targets for cyber criminals. With over 40 percent of cyber
attacks targeting small businesses, it is important to not only lower the risk of
an attack but also be prepared if one occurs. The following simple, economical
steps can help reduce your risk of falling victim to a costly cyber attack:
1.

Equip each of your business’s computers with anti-virus software and antispyware, and update it regularly.

2.

Use a firewall and encrypting information to safeguard your internet
connection. Password-protect access to your router.

Malware is to blame for the exposure of customer credit and
debit card information.

3.

Establish policies outlining how employees should handle and protect
personally identifiable information and other sensitive data.

Trial Begins for Software Developer and Pastor
Charged in Illegal Bitcoin Exchange

4.

Educate employees about cyber threats and hold them accountable to the
business’s internet security policies and procedures.

Both individuals plead not guilty and are among nine people
charged following an investigation connected to a 2014
JPMorgan breach.

5.

Require employees to choose strong passwords and to change them often.

6.

Make sure your banks and card processors utilize trusted anti-fraud
services. Isolate payment systems from other, less secure programs.

Fraud on the Rise

7.

Regularly back up data on all company computers, and store copies either
off-site or in the cloud.

8.

Control physical access to computers and network components. Require
individual user accounts for each employee.

9.

Create a mobile device action plan for lost or stolen equipment.

With cyber crime on the rise, small businesses need to be just
as cautious as large businesses in preventing security
breaches.

Fast-food Chain Arby’s Hacked

A recent report gives insight into the rise of fraud and risk
incidents in 2016.

10. Protect every page of public-facing websites, not just the login page.
Contact TPG Insurance Services for tools to ensure you have the proper
coverage to protect your company against losses from cyber attacks.

Fast-food Chain Arby’s Hacked

Fraud on the Rise

Over 355,000 credit and debit cards could be
compromised after malware was installed on
hundreds of Arby’s point-of-sale (POS) systems
in the United States. No franchises were
affected by the breach—only the corporateowned locations. Approximately one-third of
Arby’s stores are corporate owned.

A recent global fraud and risk report by Kroll, Inc. gives insight into the state of
fraud and risk incidents in 2016, during which 82 percent of respondents
experienced a fraud incident—up from 75 percent in 2015 and 61 percent in 2012.

An Arby’s spokesperson notified law
enforcement after learning of the security
breach and contacted several computer security
firms to assist. The fast-food chain has since
eliminated the malware that infected its POS
systems and led to the breach.

The Most Common Perpetrators Come From Within

The Arby’s spokesperson said that its customers
should check their credit card statements for
any unauthorized payments and report any
suspicious activity to their banks.

Fraud concerns affect not only a company’s bottom line, but also its ability to
expand overseas. Over two-thirds of executives say their companies have been
deterred from operating in a particular country or region due to fraud concerns.
Contrary to the popular belief that security breaches come from external sources,
the most common perpetrators of fraud, cyber incidents and security incidents
were internal.


Fraud—Sixty percent of respondents who experienced fraud identified a
combination of current employees, former employees and third parties as
perpetrators.



Cyber Incidents—Overall, 44 percent of respondents reported that
insiders were to blame for cyber incidents, with 20 percent of the source
of risk attributed to former employees.



Security Incidents—Insiders were the main perpetrators of security
incidents at 56 percent, with former employees accounting for 23 percent
of security incidents.

Turkish Hacker Sentenced to U.S. Prison Term
For masterminding three cyber heists that
allowed $55 million to be stolen from ATMs
around the world, a Turkish hacker was
sentenced to eight years in a U.S. prison after
stealing information from prepaid debit cards.
That information was used to create new cards,
which were used to conduct thousands of
fraudulent ATM withdrawals worldwide. After
completing the U.S. sentence, he will be
deported to Turkey to serve the remainder of a
sentence from a prior conviction.
Trial Begins for Software Developer and Pastor
Charged in Illegal Bitcoin Exchange
A Florida software engineer and a New Jersey
pastor are being tried for their involvement in
an illegal bitcoin exchange. The pastor is
accused of accepting bribes and church
donations from the software engineer in
exchange for relinquishing control of a small
credit union housed in the pastor’s church. Both
individuals pleaded not guilty and are among
nine people charged following an investigation
connected to a 2014 JPMorgan breach that
exposed more than 83 million accounts.
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Increasingly Complex Threats for Businesses
The evolving nature of incidents reflects a growing challenge for businesses. While
every fraud category has seen an increase in incidents between 2015 and 2016,
market collusion and misappropriation of company funds realized the greatest
increases, at 15 percent and 11 percent, respectively.
Mitigating Fraud
While insiders are cited as the main perpetrators of fraud, they are also the most
likely to discover it, with 44 percent of respondents reporting that it had been
discovered through a whistleblowing program, and 39 percent reporting that it
was detected through an internal audit. In fact, over 75 percent of respondents
indicated that their companies have adopted employee-focused anti-fraud
measures, technical countermeasures and physical security measures.
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Cyber Security for Small Businesses
High-profile cyber attacks on companies such as Target
and Sears have raised awareness of the growing threat
of cyber crime. Recent surveys conducted by the Small
Business Authority, Symantec, Kaspersky Lab and the
National Cybersecurity Alliance suggest that many small
business owners are still operating under a false sense
of cyber security.
The statistics of these studies are grim; the vast majority
of U.S. small businesses lack a formal internet security
policy for employees, and only about half have even
rudimentary cybersecurity measures in place.
Furthermore, only about a quarter of small business
owners have had an outside party test their computer
systems to ensure they are hacker proof, and nearly 40
percent do not have their data backed up in more than
one location.
Don’t Equate Small with Safe
Despite significant cybersecurity exposures, 85 percent
of small business owners believe their company is safe
from hackers, viruses, malware or a data breach. This
disconnect is largely due to the widespread, albeit
mistaken, belief that small businesses are unlikely
targets for cyber attacks. In reality, data thieves are
simply looking for the path of least resistance.
Symantec’s study found that 40 percent of attacks are
against organizations with fewer than 500 employees.
Outside sources like hackers aren’t the only way your
company can be attacked—often, smaller companies
have a family-like atmosphere and put too much trust in
their employees. This can lead to complacency, which is
exactly what a disgruntled or recently fired employee
needs to execute an attack on the business.
Attacks Could Destroy Your Business
As large companies continue to get serious about data
security, small businesses are becoming increasingly

attractive targets—and the results are often devastating
for small business owners.
According to the Kaspersky Lab, the average annual
cost of cyber attacks to small and medium-sized
businesses was over $200,000 in 2014. Most small
businesses don’t have that kind of money lying around,
and as a result, nearly 60 percent of the small
businesses victimized by a cyber attack close
permanently within six months of the attack. Many of
these businesses put off making necessary
improvements to their cyber security protocols until it
was too late because they feared the costs would be
prohibitive.
10 Ways to Prevent Cyber Attacks
Even if you don’t currently have the resources to bring in
an outside expert to test your computer systems and
make security recommendations, there are simple,
economical steps you can take to reduce your risk of
falling victim to a costly cyber attack:
1. Train employees in cyber security principles.
2. Install, use and regularly update antivirus and
antispyware software on every computer used in
your business.
3. Use a firewall for your Internet connection.
4. Download and install software updates for your
operating systems and applications as they become
available.
5. Make backup copies of important business data and
information.
6. Control physical access to your computers and
network components.
7. Secure your Wi-Fi networks. If you have a Wi-Fi
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In recent years, cyber attacks have emerged as one of the most significant
threats facing organizations of all sizes. The Internet and other network
operations have created risks that were unheard of less than a decade ago.
When cyber attacks (such as data breaches and hacks) occur, they can result
in devastating damage, such as business disruptions, revenue loss, legal fees,
and forensic analysis and customer or employee notifications.
It is important to remember that no organization is immune to the impact of
cyber crime. As a result, cyber liability insurance has become an essential
component to any risk management program.
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Privacy and Data Security
Data security is crucial for all businesses. Customer and client information, payment information, personal files, bank
account details—this information is often impossible to replace if lost and is extremely dangerous in the hands of
criminals. Data lost due to disasters such as a flood or fire is devastating, but losing it to hackers or a malware infection
can have far greater consequences. How you handle and protect your data is central to the security of your business and
the privacy expectations of customers, employees and partners.
Action Items
Conduct an inventory to help you answer the following questions:


What kind of data do you have in your business?
A typical business will have all kinds of data, some of it more valuable and sensitive than others—but all data has
value to someone. Your business data may include customer data such as account records, transaction
accountability and financial information, contact and address information, purchasing history, and buying
habits and preferences, as well as employee information such as payroll files, direct payroll account bank
information, Social Security numbers, home addresses and phone numbers, and work and personal email
addresses. It can also include proprietary and sensitive business information such as financial records,
marketing plans, product designs and state, local and federal tax information.



How is that data handled and protected?
Security experts are fond of saying that data is most at risk when it’s on the move. If all your business-related data
resided on a single computer or server that is not connected to the Internet, and never left that computer, it
would probably be very easy to protect.
But most businesses need data to be moved and used throughout the company. To be meaningful, data
must be accessed and used by employees, analyzed and researched for marketing purposes, used to
contact customers and even shared with key partners. Every time data moves, it can be exposed to
different dangers.
As a business owner, you should have a straightforward plan and policy—a set of guidelines, if you will—
about how each type of data should be handled, validated and protected based on where it is traveling and
who will be using it.



Who has access to that data and under what circumstances?
Not every employee needs access to all of your information. Your marketing staff shouldn’t need or be allowed to
view employee payroll data, and your administrative staff may not need access to all your customer
information.
Once you’ve done an inventory of your data and you know exactly what data you have and where it’s kept,
it is important to assign access rights to that data. Doing so simply means creating a list of the specific
employees, partners or contractors who have access to specific data, under what circumstances, and how
those access privileges will be managed and tracked.
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Cyber Liability
Insurance
As technology becomes increasingly important for
successful business operations, the value of a strong cyber
liability insurance policy will only continue to grow. The
continued rise in the amount of information stored and
transferred electronically has resulted in a remarkable
increase in the potential exposures facing businesses. In an
age where a stolen laptop or hacked account can instantly
compromise the personal data of thousands of customers,
or an ill-advised post on a social media site can be read by
hundreds in a matter of minutes, protecting yourself from
cyber liability is just as important as some of the more
traditional exposures businesses account for in their general
commercial liability policies.

Why Cyber Liability Insurance?
A traditional business liability policy is extremely unlikely to
protect against most cyber exposures. Standard commercial
policies are written to insure against injury or physical loss
and will do little, if anything, to shield you from electronic
damages and the associated costs they may incur.
Exposures are vast, ranging from the content you put on
your website to stored customer data. Awareness of the
potential cyber liabilities your company faces is essential to
managing risk through proper coverage.

fixes, identity theft protection for the affected and
protection from possible legal action. While companies
operating online are at a heightened risk, even
companies that don’t transmit personal data over the
internet, but still store it in electronic form, could be
susceptible to breaches through data lost to
unauthorized employee access or hardware theft.


Intellectual property rights: Your company’s online
presence, whether it be through a corporate website,
blogs or social media, opens you up to some of the
same exposures faced by publishers. This can include
libel, copyright or trademark infringement and
defamation, among other things.



Damages to a third-party system: If an email sent from
your server has a virus that crashes the system of a
customer, or the software your company distributes
fails, resulting in a loss for a third party, you could be
held liable for the damages.



System failure: A natural disaster, malicious activity or
fire could all cause physical damages that could result
in data or code loss. While the physical damages to
your system hardware would be covered under your
existing business liability policy, data or code loss due
to the incident would not be.



Cyber extortion: Hackers can hijack websites, networks
and stored data, denying access to you or your
customers. They often demand money to restore your
systems to working order. This can cause a temporary
loss of revenue plus generate costs associated with
paying the hacker’s demands or rebuilding if damage is

Possible exposures covered by a typical cyber liability
policy may include the following:


Data breaches: Increased government regulations have
placed more responsibility on companies to protect
clients’ personal information. In the event of a breach,
notification of the affected parties is now required by
law. This will add to costs that will also include security
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Cyber Liability Insurance
done.


Business interruption: If your primary business
operations require the use of computer systems, a
disaster that cripples your ability to transmit data could
cause you, or a third party that depends on your
services, to lose potential revenue. From a server
failure to a data breach, such an incident can affect
your day-to-day operations. Time and resources that
normally would have gone elsewhere will need to be
directed towards the problem, which could result in
further losses. This is especially important as denial of
service attacks by hackers have been on the rise. Such
attacks block access to certain websites by either
rerouting traffic to a different site or overloading an
organizations server.

Cyber liability insurance is specifically designed to address
the risks that come with using modern technology; risks
that other types of business liability coverage simply won’t.
The level of coverage your business needs is based on your
individual operations and can vary depending on your range
of exposure. It is important to work with a broker that can
identify your areas of risk so a policy can be tailored to fit
your unique situation.

TPG Insurance Services, Your Coverage Guide
As reliance on technology continues to increase, new
exposures continue to emerge. As your business grows,
make sure your cyber liability coverage grows with it. TPG
Insurance Services is here to help you analyze your needs
and make the right coverage decisions to protect your
operations from unnecessary risk.
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The purpose of this document is to
make you aware of cyber security
vulnerabilities and to give you the
knowledge to protect yourself both at
home and in the workplace. Although
some of the topics covered in this
training guide may not apply to you
directly, it’s important to read
through them all to gain a background
in cyber security procedures and the
procedures that are specific to .
If you have any questions about cyber
security procedures—either at home
or in the workplace—contact your
manager.
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Unlike physical threats that prompt immediate action—like stopping, dropping and rolling if you catch on fire—cyber threats are
often difficult to identify and understand. Cyber threats include dangers such as viruses erasing entire systems, intruders breaking
into systems and altering files, intruders using your computer or device to attack others and intruders stealing confidential
information. The spectrum of cyber risks is limitless; threats, some more serious and sophisticated than others, can have wideranging effects on the individual, community, organizational and national levels.
Before a Cyber Attack
You can increase your chances of avoiding cyber risks by setting up the proper controls. The following are things you can do to
protect yourself, your family and your property before a cyber incident occurs:


Only connect to the internet over secure, password-protected networks.



Do not click on links or pop-ups, open attachments or respond to emails from strangers.



Always enter a URL by hand instead of following links if you are unsure of the sender.



Do not respond to online requests for personally identifiable information (PII). Most organizations—such as banks, universities
and businesses—will never ask for your personal information over the internet.



Limit who you are sharing information with by reviewing the privacy settings on your social media accounts.



Trust your instincts. If you think an offer is too good to be true, it probably is.
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Password-protect all devices that connect to the internet and all user
accounts.



Do not use the same password twice—choose a password that means
something to you and you only. Change your passwords on a regular
basis (every 90 days or so).



If you see something suspicious, report it to the proper authorities.

The extent, nature and timing of cyber incidents are impossible to predict.
There may or may not be any warning. Some cyber incidents take a long
time (weeks, months or years) to be discovered and identified.

More About PII
PII is information that can be used
to uniquely identify, contact or
locate a single person. PII includes
but is not limited to:
 Full name


Social security number



Address

During a Cyber Attack
Here are some of the steps you should take during a cyber attack:



Date of birth



Place of birth

Immediate Actions
 Check to make sure the software on all of your systems is up to date.



Driver’s licence number



Vehicle registration plate
number



Credit card numbers



Physical appearance



Gender or race




Run a scan to make sure your system is not infected or acting
suspiciously.
If you find a problem, disconnect your device from the internet and
perform a full system restore.

At Home
 Disconnect your device (e.g., computers, gaming systems or tablets)
from the internet. By removing the internet connection, you prevent
an attacker or virus from being able to access your computer and
perform tasks such as locating personal data, manipulating or
deleting files, or using your device to attack others.


If you have anti-virus software installed on your computer, update
the virus definitions, if possible, and perform a manual scan of your
entire system. Install all of the appropriate patches to fix known
vulnerabilities.

At Work
 If you have access to an IT department, contact someone in it
immediately. The sooner someone can investigate and clean your
computer, the less damage to your computer and other computers
on the network.


If you believe you might have revealed sensitive information about
your organization, report it to the appropriate people within the
organization, including network administrators. They can be alert for
any suspicious or unusual activity.

Public Locations
 Immediately inform a manager or authority figure in charge.

Take these steps if you believe your
PII has been compromised:
 Immediately change all
passwords, and change your
financial passwords first. If you
used the same password for
multiple resources, make sure
to change it for each account,
and do not use that password
in the future.


If you believe the compromise
was caused by malicious code,
disconnect your computer from
the internet.



Restart your computer in safe
mode and perform a full
system restore.



Contact businesses, including
banks, where you have
accounts, as well as credit
reporting companies.



Close any accounts that may
have been compromised.
Watch for any unexplainable or
unauthorized charges to your
accounts.
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If someone has access to an IT department, contact the department immediately.
After a Cyber Attack
 File a report with the local police so there is an official record of the incident.


Report online crime or fraud to the Internet Crime Compliant Center (IC3) or the federal government’s internet fraud resource
website. Report identity theft to the Federal Trade Commission.



If your PII was compromised, consider other information that may be at risk. Depending what information was stolen, you may
need to contact other agencies. You should also contact your state’s DMV for transportation if your driver's license or car
registration has been stolen.

In addition to insuring your home, TPG Insurance Services is committed to helping you and your loved ones stay safe when disaster
strikes. If you would like more information on how to protect yourself from a cyber attack, please contact us at (909) 466-7876 or
www.MyTPG.com today.
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